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FACEBOOK
Set on the hills of Cupertino, in the heart of Silicon Valley and the southern end of San Francisco Bay , the
private residence Saratoga Rolling Hills Estate , with large windows that reNect the external environment, Pts
harmoniously into the landscape, becoming an integral, almost a natural extension, thanks to the choice of

Milan Design Week

colors, shapes and materials and natural elements ( glass, stone, wood, water, steel, Pre) .
The architect Louie Leu has designed a house that develops in the form of L -looking sculptural : a modern
house, luxury but a basic shape, as it combines detail design and more features green contemporary
construction industry.

Among the special design, are worthy of note is the outdoor kitchen , the ' home theater , a modern winery ,
ample leisure areas on multiple terraces in which it develops the roof, a swimming pool inPnity of over 25
meters, the Pre pans from garden in Cor-Ten steel, Italians Pxtures steel with wood cladding, an elevator with
interior trim in leather and armored door entrance Synua of Oikos rocker large in stoneware effect Cor-Ten
rust in 9 areas one in steel full handle horizontal.
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The massive armored is Ptted with double-side light to help give spaciousness to the environment and to
create a real dialogue between interior and exterior, as well as continuity with the large side windows.
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The villa - spread over 1115 square meters , with a separate annexe for guests of about 115 square meters
and a pool house next to the inPnity pool - is characterized by a wise and dynamic play of lines and spaces
7h

that makes the house sound and light to the same time and is equipped with an efPcient rainwater collection
system, photovoltaic panels, of a plant for the cultivation of plants on terraces and on the roof and waterproof
screens.
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Visit the www.MilanoDesignWeek.org
proPle on Pinterest.
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Riceverai tutti gli aggiornamenti sulla Milano
Design Week, comprese news ed eventi.
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The post Saratoga Rolling Hills Estate Appeared Prst on Inside Magazine .
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